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LEWIS BATEMAN
HAS GONE WEST
There are messages that one wished
to never receive… That day, as I came
back late from work, I listened to those
recorded on my answer-phone. One of
them was from our friend Ron Wesp
who was announcing the terrible and
incredible news that one of those who
always gave me his faithful and limitless support: Colonel Lewis BATEMAN
had gone West…

AN IRREPLACEABLE LOSS
FOR THE CAF AND THE FSS
Colonel Lewis BATEMAN passed away during the morning of Sunday February 13,
2000.

Stupefied, deeply afflicted, I could not
believe it, and I had to listen to this
message many times before I could
understand and admit this implacable
fact.
It is in the hardest moments that I have
been able to fully appreciate Lewis'
intelligence, kindness, generosity, and
the entire personality of the one who
quickly became a very close friend,
one without whom my life will never
have the same meaning. The numerous
letters that he regularly wrote to me
ever since we got acquainted in 1995,
were as many encouragements to make
the Squadron go forward, the Squadron
that he helped to arise and progress
so efficiently, thanks to an outstanding
enthusiasm and imagination. He knew
how to tell me the right words because
he could guess what my feelings were
before I could even talk or ask him for
an advice. His loss, today, leaves a gap
that nothing or nobody will ever be able
to fill, either in my own life, or in the
Squadron's one.
His clear opinion and his wise suggestions, always original, were filled with
limpidity and simplicity, and amazed
me by their intelligence. I deeply miss
them already. The loss of a cherished
friend is a wound that never heals.
Today, I lost a lot more than a friend…
Goodbye Lewis. You honored me with
your friendship. I'm very proud of it, and
I sincerely thank you. I know that from
up there you will take care of the CAF
and our Squadron.
Goodbye Lewis…
Bernard

This incredible loss has struck our organisation in a terrible way since Lewis was
one of its most enthusiastic and active
members. He was one of the artisans
who made possible the reorganisation of
the group of Colonels in France into a
Squadron that he adored. One can say
for sure that without him, our Association
would not exist.
With a limitless love for the Confederate
Air Force, he found in the FSS an ideal way
to express himself fully, and he naturally
became the leader of our members in the
South West of France, an indefatigable leader with an amazingly fertile imagination. Our
organisation was always present in his thoughts. Lewis lived for the CAF. His generosity
was proportional to his love for our organisation, and he never stopped making
donations by discrete means because he did not want to get any glory from it.
A brilliant aeronautical engineer, he was part of those who created the successful
Airbus airliners family, ending a career that started with the Fleet Air Arm when
he worked on many various types of airplanes, among which the Fairey Firefly which
remained his favourite. It is during his military career that he met and married his
charming girl friend Bunty who was then a radio/instruments engineer.
Numerous messages of sympathy and deep sadness have not stop flowing in since
Lewis left us. Therefore the entire French Supporter Squadron sends its sincere
condolences to his wife Bunty, their children, and their friends, for the loss that struck
them so suddenly.
Lewis has now reached the aviators' heaven where we will all meet him again soon.
That is our one and only consolation…
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High Flight
Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings:
Sunward I’ve climbed, and joined the tumbling mirth
Of sun-split clouds - and done a hundred things
You have not dreamed of - wheeled and
soared and swung
High in the sunlit silence. Hovering there,
I’ve chased the shouting wind along, and flung
My eager craft through footless halls of air.
Up, up the long, delirious, burning blue
I’ve topped the windswept heights with easy grace
Where never lark, or even eagle flew.
And, while with silent, lifting mind I’ve trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space,
Put out my hand, and touched the face of God.

Showing the example, colonel Lewis Bateman
participated in as many FSS activities as he
possibly could, as depicted by these few pictures.
He received many well-deserved Awards from the
CAF and the FSS for his exceptional enthusiasm.
Top to bottom and clock-wise:

• Lewis with Fred Kurz during the 1999 FSS
General Assembly (Ph: C. Bastide).
• Lewis and Alain Jimenez during the 1999 FSS
General Assembly (Ph: C. Bastide).
• Lewis receives an Award during the 1998 FSS
General Assembly (Ph: A. Jimenez).
• Lewis with Fred Kurz and George Hill during the
1999 FSS General Assembly (Ph: C. Bastide).
• Lewis with John Rœder and David Price during
the FSS visit in Toulouse in March 1999 (Ph: B.
Delfino).
• Lewis and John Rœder during the ceremony at
the Association Ailes Anciennes in Toulouse when
a "Loyd's Dream" print was offered to its members
(Ph: D. Price).
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GIFTS IN HONOR OF LEWIS BATEMAN

PLAQUE OF HONOR

Several generous gifts have been added to the numerous friendly and sad messages that we received since
our dear Lewis passed away.

A plaque honoring Lewis will be displayed in the CAF
Headquarters, thanks to Bunty Bateman, his wife.
We thank her very much, as well as all those who
participated in this gesture of love and friendship
for Lewis.

Colonels Jim Lux and Sandy Sansing have each
given $ 100.00 to the L Bird project in memory of our
friend Lewis Bateman. In addition, Jim and Sandy
have also made a $ 100,00 donation each, to help
with the search for the remains of Sandy's plane, in
particular for the purchase of a metal detector which
will be very useful when the time comes. Of course
it is far too early to start digging, but this project
is moving forward. Although we cannot talk about it
at this very moment, you can be sure that we will
keep you informed of the results of this search as
they will be reached.

SO WAS LEWIS…
Indefatigable Lewis !… Well before the birth of the
FSS, he demonstrated an activity proportional to his
enthusiasm. Very pleased by the suggestion of a
support to the Centex P38, he became one of its most
ardent supporters, and immediately understood that
within this project was an unexpected occasion to
unite all the CAF colonels in France. From then on,
he became one of the most important and efficient
elements of this reorganisation.

It is also in memory of Lewis that colonel Ron Wesp
has decided to book, at his own expense, two tables
in the CAF O'Club during Airsho'2000 for the FSS
members who will have the luck to be there. Thank
you Ron !

Once this was complete, he put all his energy in
the search for new members, and gathered all those
who lived in the South West of France. He was
very successful in this task which resulted in an
exemplary cohesion of all our friends, and became
their spiritual leader, organising monthly constructive meetings around a good meal, because he also
knew how to add pleasure to good work !…

In memory of our friend Lewis, one of the greatest
supporters of our Newsletter, colonel Bernard Delfino
has decided to donate a set of print cartridges worth
1400,00 Francs to the FSS.

Lewis displayed an unsuspected energy and enthusiasm in finding funds for the Squadron. Continuously
looking for things we could sell to the public, on
markets or flea-markets, he found, one day, a lighter
that had been produced for the 50th anniversary of
the Normandy Landing. He paid about one hundred
Francs for it. This lighter was auctioned in Midland,
and brought us $ 160.00 !… Another example: A
modest bottle of wine whose label celebrated the
same event was sold for more than $ 200.00 !… He
also found a patch manufacturer who allowed us to
buy the same articles as the ones that were made
in France, but at a much lower price tag and for
a similar quality. Supreme gesture of generosity: He
offered the last batch that we ordered to the French
Supporter Squadron !

MESSAGES OF SYMPATHY
The 8 pages of our Newsletter would not be enough
if we were to print the integrality of the messages
and long letters of sympathy and deep sadness that
we received since Lewis disappeared. Here are a
few sentences extracted from them, purposely made
anonymous, which are a true reflection of the general
feeling:
"It is very sad news for all the CAF. I extend my
sincere condolences to the family of Col. Bateman and
to your entire Wing.
We were very sorry to hear about the death of Lewis
Bateman. He was such a nice fellow. We wish we
had met him sooner so we could have spent more
time with him. We enjoyed his wry humor and will
miss him.

But the most striking aspect of our friend was,
without any doubt, the frank and pure friendship
that emanated from him. All of those who met him
at least once, unanimously declared that they rarely
met a man so good and generous, a man who knew
how to make himself understood without ever raising
his voice, a man who knew how to gather people
around one or several projects that he believed were
right.

I am stunned by this sad news and still cannot believe
it. It is a great loss for the Squadron.
A great loss for us all because the man was good and
always participated cheerfully in our activities.
The CAF and the FSS have lost one of their best
elements. Lewis was a good man. Only a few of us
can pretend to this.
I was very sad to hear about the death of Lewis
Bateman. The FSS and the CAF will really miss
him !"…
All those who were lucky enough to know Lewis in
life, in his job, or in the CAF, showed the same feeling
of deep sadness. Many thanks to them.
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It was during the last FSS General Assembly and
the festivities that were organised around it that he
declared to our President, without any ambiguity,
that he would have offered the L Bird we are
contemplating, himself, had he had enough money
to buy it. As we know him, we can confirm that he
would have been too happy to present this plane
to the FSS. His kind words were worth their weight
in gold. In his honor, we must carry on with the
current FSS projects, and make sure that we always
move forward.

OUR FATHERS ARE ACES
A story by Cadet Julien Lepelletier (13 years old)
Photos/Images: B. Delfino

Eric and his grand-father, a famous aviation Ace who
fought on the European front from 1943 until 1945,
are in the living room. Eric asks him:
-Gran'pa, did you shoot down any Germans ?
His grand-father tells him about a mission that he
carried out in 1944.
- You see grand son, it was a beautiful spring day
on our station in England. I wake up at 05h30 in the
morning, I put on my flight suit, and I report to the
crew briefing where our superiors explain our mission.
Then the Jeeps drive us to our planes. I can still
remember our commander words: "In case you are
forced to land, destroy your plane, and just give your
name and your ID number. Now set your watches".
Once in my cockpit, the mechanic helps me to buckle
up. The aircraft that I'm flying is a P51-D Mustang, I
named it "SUZY 2". It was magnificent, shining, with
its nose painted blue (It was the identification sign for
our 359 Squadron).

I open the throttle and keep an eye on my speed:
95 MPH, I pull the stick, and the nose of my machine
points up. I'm taking off from this English base where,
I hope, I shall land once my mission is completed.
Then we keep on climbing with an angle of 15° to
reach the altitude of 30000 feet.
Eric says:

In the front part of the fuselage is the engine, a V12
Packard Rolls-Royce Merlin which produces 1700 HP.
At 7h30 the "Merlin" start their mechanical symphony.
The pilots read their "check list" and line up in pairs at
the end of the runway. Suddenly, one can hear over
the radio: "Charly group you’re clear for take-off !".

- It's high Gran'pa !!!
- Oh yes it's high ! It's the equivalent of 9000 metres.
It is cold too: – 40°C ! Without gloves, the fingers
freeze. The air is thinner. But we have some heating,
thanks to the engine. After, Eric, when we reach the
planned altitude, we see like big birds, or rather,
Boeing B17 Flying Fortress, flying in box formation,
in a square.
- Gran'pa, what is a B-17 ?…
- It's an enormous plane, about 30 meters long and
35 meters wing span, it has 4 engines, and a crew
of 13: Two pilots, one bombardier, one navigator, and
nine gunners. The plane was nick-named the Flying
Fortress after its strength, but we had to escort it
against the German fighters because it was not so
manoeuvrable and it could easily be shot down.
At such a high altitude, some condensation was
produced by the engines, and from a long distance,
one could see white arrows in the sky.
Up there Eric, it is calm and beautiful, but we soon
get to the enemy coast, and war is coming towards
us…
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Suddenly, I jump. My wing-man shouts over the radio:

I shout over the radio: "I got the bandit !". My leader

"Bandits ! Twelve o’clock high !". Our squadron drops

congratulates me but a few seconds later, he yells:

its drop-tanks and the dance begins. Enemy fighters

"Check your six !". A brief look in the mirror and I spot

jump on the bomber formation. They shoot at the

a BF-109 behind me.

Fortress head on. One of the bombers is shot down.
One, two, three, parachutes… The Messerschmitt turn

- Why is that Gran'pa ?

towards us. I chase one plane but he turns so sharp
that I cannot follow it because my plane stalls and the

- Because in aerial combat this is often the case. One

centrifugal force almost blacks me out. This happens

must not stay steady for more than 30 seconds, I

when the blood moves fast in the body and flows

mean flying straight and level. Then, Eric, the fight

away from the head, and one can even faint.

goes on. Messerschmitt attack the bombers head-on.
They shoot. Two bombers are hit. The gunners do
everything they can, but despite these courageous efforts, many of them will never see they
home town again.
Strangely, the sky starts to empty. One can
only see the white traces of the survivors,
and the black ones produced by these brave
men who disappeared in these fatal fires. The
Squadron reforms and each pilot try to recover
from the efforts he had to give during the fight,
but this is only a short, dramatic, moment of
rest.
The end of the mission is approaching. One last
moment of emotion. The planes split and return
to their respective base. Some of the fighters
land with almost dry tanks. Others belly-land on

But I have the reflex to look behind and I spot four

the grass runway after their plane has been hit during

BF-109. Instantly, I flip the plane over, which saves

combat. We switch off the magnetos. The propellers

my life, since, one and a half second later, these

stop. We get out of our planes, sweating, full of glory

killers would have shot me and destroyed my plane.

and pain, but happy to have fought the bad, for you

My wing-man is not so lucky. His plane is hit by the

Eric, in order to eliminate the naughty ones.

flak and catches fire. They shoot from the ground and
the sky fills up with small black clouds that are lethal

Eric, his eyes wide open, notices the tears in his

for airplanes. After the fighters we now have to fly

grand-father's eyes. Moved, he thinks that one day,

through this wall of iron and the white smoke that

may be, it will be his turn to fight for freedom, like

Germans start to produce to fool the bombers. But with

his Gran'pa, flying an airplane…

some experience, one can avoid these traps.

Julien Lepelletier

The bombardier in the leading plane, with his Norden
bomb sight waits for the mobile pointer to coincide with
the fixed one and shouts the usual "Bombs Away !",
and all the bombers drop their fatal toys.
As we climb towards the enemy, the ground, beneath
our wings, explodes and rips open. The fighters who
wait for the right moment, will, using air to air missile,
attempt to wipe out our bombers from the sky. Our
mission is to protect them. It turns into a timeless fight
between horse-men. It's the time of dog-fights, one of
the most difficult phases of the mission. I chase a
FW-190 in a dizzy dive. My speed is 450 MPH, the
controls are difficult to move, but I have the FW-190 in
my gun-sight. I press the trigger and set it on fire !
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A FRENCH PLANE IN THE USA

FROM COLONEL ERIC JANSSONNE…

A Piper Tri-Pacer in French colors ?!?… The Aviation Légère
de l'Armée de Terre (ALAT) did used this type of aircraft,
about a dozen, when it stayed in Mozambique. Colonel
Douglas Wester in Huntsville (Alabama) has just finished
the outside decoration of his plane, but he needs some
information concerning the inside: Color of the side panels,
color of the carpet if there was any, and color of the
seats. Any documents or information you may have will be
welcome. You can write to him at:

A French aeronautical painter is born…

ERIC BESANÇON
I invite those who believe that aeronautical painting and
drawing are reserved to British artists like Taylor, Coulson,
and Rondot, among others, to discover young painter Eric
BESANÇON, who has nothing to envy them !
Born on September 20, 1964, in the beautiful district
of Doubs, Eric Besançon has several hobbies: History,
palaeontology, music, and, especially, aviation which is
well alive in his area, thanks to several military airfield
like Colmar, Luxeuil, and Dijon. The latter gave him this
passion and he remembers well some impressive low passes
by F86K, Mystère IV, and Mirage III.

Col. Doug Wester
7620 Peacock Dr.
Huntsville, Alabama 35802
USA

Eric works in the advertisement industry. He painted many
different subjects in the past. Today, he wishes to present
his first official aviation painting.
The subject is an F4U1A Corsair flown by C/O John
Blackburn of the VF17 based in Odonga, part of the
Solomon islands, in 1943. The original painting was made
on paper, size 75 x 110 cm. from which he got a limited
series of 350 prints made, all numbered and signed, size 50
x 80 cm. on a 250 gr/m2 paper.

YEAR 2000 AIRSHOWS FOR THE FSS
The FSS is currently negotiating with the people organizing
various air shows in France, so that we can represent our
organisation with our boot like we do every year. The dates
of these air shows are as follows:
27 & 28 May:
09 & 10 June:
23, 24 & 25 June:
14, 15, & 16 July:

Rennes
La Ferté-Alais
Colmar Piper Cub Fly-in
Dijon Longvic (Aerobatics teams)

At the moment, only two of them are confirmed: The DijonLongvic aerobatics team festival, and the Piper Cub Fly-in
in Colmar. We hope to hear from those dealing with La
Ferté-Alais and Rennes.

These prints are offered at the reasonable price of
200,00 Francs (P & P included). There are a few left
which you can order from col. Eric Janssonne, our French
Supporter Squadron representative for the East of France.

Organizing these trips is difficult and will call for the
participation of about 6 to 8 members, and the use of some
personal cars if possible.

WE

SINCERELY

THANK

THOSE

MEMBERS

WHO

WISH

Above: The
original
Corsair F4U1
painting. Left:
The artist
with veteran
pilot of the
Normandie
Niemen
squadron,
Pierre Lorillon,
for whom Eric
drew a Yak 3
in just a few
minutes !
Ph: Col. Eric
Janssonne.

TO

ACTIVELY TAKE PART IN THE REPRESENTATION OF THE

CAF

DURING ONE OR MORE AIR SHOWS TO ADVISE US, IN

WRITING, AND AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, LISTING THE AIR SHOWS
AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR HOTEL RESERVATIONS, THE

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS, THEIR PRECISE AVAILABILITY,
AND IF THEIR PERSONAL VEHICLE WILL BE AVAILABLE OR
NOT.

THANK

YOU FOR SENDING US THE ABOVE DETAILS AS

SOON AS YOU RECEIVE THIS NEWSLETTER.
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PORTRAIT OF A LADY COLONEL

A vote will take place in a near future within the CAF, and
we recommend that you monitor the next issues of Contrails
which will give you all the practical details.

Last month, we announced
the arrival of a new lady colonel, Marie-France Falentin,
but we did not have a satisfactory photograph of her. The
portrait printed on the left
allows us to fill that gap.

At the moment, no suggestion has been made for this new
name, but why not simply "GHOST SQUADRON" ?…

TWO ROCKWELL B1B AT AIRSHO'2000 !
It looks as if we shall have the pleasure to see two bombers
of the Rockwell B1B type at Airsho'2000, one on the ground
for the public visits, and the other in flight. This aircraft has
some extraordinary possibilities like, for example, to climb
to 40000 feet in 5 minutes, but also a look that always
impress the public.

Marie-France has, of course,
been
presented
to
the
Confederate Air Force and the
FSS by her husband, colonel
Christian Falentin. MarieFrance has been given CAF ID
number 26622.

THE FSS L BIRD PROJECT

HELP TO THE DIXIE WING

The FSS L Bird project is moving forward. As you will see
on the last page, we have reached an amount of 56339,50
Francs at the end of February, which makes a monthly
average of more than 5000,00 Francs since this project was
started in March 1999 !

Colonels Jean-Paul Merlier and Jean-Pierre BertrandPorchet have found and purchased seven pictures of the
P63 Kingcobra from the historical department of the Armée
de l'Air in order to offer them to the Dixie Wing.
This CAF Unit is currently restoring an aircraft of this type
and intend to give it a French finish. We sincerely thank
Jean-Paul and Jean-Pierre for their generosity and the time
they spent searching.

The road that will take us to the purchase of this plane is
still very long, but we are confident since more and more
members regularly join this project which will allow the
French Supporter Squadron to complete fully the goals and
objectives of the CAF.
Do not be part of those who simply look at the band-wagon.
Jump on it ! You too can become an actor of this operation
which will help us reach one of the most important targets:
To restore and fly a WWII aircraft, even if it's a modest
Piper Cub or Stinson L5.

THE FSS WEB SITE
The number of visitors of our Web site is breaking records !…
In February, we had 1005 visits, an average of 34 a day (We
had 28 in December and 25 in January). The total number
of visits was 3600 on February 29, a result that many Web
sites would be right to contemplate.

P63 Kingcobra of the Ile de France squadron (Collection S.H.A.A)

L'AIR DURING THE WAR IN INDOCHINA, THAT COULD HELP

Our visitors will have noticed that we have some technical
difficulties with the totaliser of our site. Do not believe the
total it's been displaying for several weeks. It has, obviously,
quite a job to keep up with such an affluence…

WE THANK YOU FOR SENDING US A COPY SO THAT WE

CHARLES SCHULZ HAS GONE WEST…

IF

YOU TOO HAVE SOME DOCUMENTS OR PHOTOGRAPHS

CONCERNING THE

P63 KINGCOBRA

USED BY THE ARMÉE DE

OUR FRIENDS OF THE DIXIE WING IN THIS RESTORATION,
CAN GROUP THESE DOCUMENTS AND SEND THEM TO THE
DIXIE WING.

The creator of the famous dog Snoopy (Aka "Flying Ace")
has left us… He leaves us with his work that is much
bigger than what his naive and cute drawings may seem.
The latter are, in fact, a terribly faithful and precise portrait
of our so called modern society. Goodbye mister Charles
Schulz and thank you for giving us the adorable Snoopy
who, from now on, will immortalise you.

A MATTER OF ENVELOPES
Colonels Marie-France and Christan Falentin have just
made another donation to the FSS: A batch of more than
1500 A5 size envelopes that the Squadron use intensively
for its mail, but especially for its Newsletter. This gift
represents a total saving of more than 600,00 Francs for our
Association. A BIG thank you to both of our friends !

…SO HAS JACQUELINE AURIOL
Daughter in law of the once President of the French republic
Vincent Auriol, Jacqueline became a pilot in 1948. During
her career, she obtained her military pilot licence and
became a test pilot in Brétigny. She flew more than 50
different planes, and broke several world speed records for
women, over a loop of 100 km, first with a Vampire (818
km/h), then with a Mistral (856 km/h), and finally, with
a Mirage III (2038 km/h), taking this record away from
Jacqueline Cochran.

A NEW NAME FOR THE CAF ?
The possibility of a change in name for our organisation
has been discussed during the conference that just took
place in Midland. The reason is that the word "Confederate"
is politically incorrect, and is badly felt by a majority of
the American people, including many possible donors and
sponsors who would, otherwise, be happy to help our
organisation.
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FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT

L BIRD SPONSORS - FEBRUARY 2000

It is almost two years since we started the noble project of
donating the American Airpower Heritage Museum a book
of French WWII Aviators' memories.

EXTERNAL SPONSORS
AVIATION CLUB DE FRANCE
LE PUBLIC SYSTEME CINEMA
LE FANA DE L’AVIATION

It is a unique occasion to tell our American friends about
the valour and the courage of our pilots during this tragic
period of our history, as well as seeing the French Wings
represented in a great American museum.

INTERNAL SPONSORS

All these memories have never been published and were
collected while their authors are still alive. We do have
a major problem though, because our veterans will not
last for ever, like Jacques Debras, General Secretary, was
telling the assistance during the last General Assembly
of the Amicale des Anciens des B26 Marauders Français,
association that was recently dissolved due to the age of
its remaining members. (cf AIRSHOW N° 4-8).
Time is our enemy, even if we have collected many stories.
Only a few fighter pilots have reacted to our calls, except
those of the prestigious Normandie-Niemen Squadron.
All colonels who could be able to collect such stories or give
us some contacts of fighter pilots will be welcome. They will
help us complete this project so that we can donate this
book to our AAHM friends during Airsho'2001.
We are still looking for any artifacts that could be added
to the items that we will donate to the CAF Museum in
Midland in order to have a French Aviation display of
Armée de l’Air and Aéronavale.
Finally, I would like to send my friendliest thoughts to the
family and friends of Lewis BATEMAN who could never do
too much for the FSS and the CAF in France.
Stéphane

FROM THE FINANCE OFFICER
Time has now come to remind you of a painful duty. May is
approaching fast. It is therefore, time to think about paying
your annual dues to the French Supporter Squadron. I'm
sure that you are all conscious about the fact that an
Association like ours cannot survive without the modest
contribution of your annual dues.

Marcel FRANCISCI
Bernard DELFINO
Jacques PERAGALLO
Sandy SANSING
Cédric MALHAIRE
Claude REQUI
Michel CAHIEZ
Julien LEPELLETIER
Fumiko DELFINO
Jean-Jacques SAHUT
Lewis BATEMAN
Stéphane DUCHEMIN
Serge CLODORE
Daniel CLODORE
Jean-Paul MERLIER
Jean RŒDER
Roger VAUCAMP
Daniel & Lucie SAUVAGE
Patrick PIERRE-PIERRE
Marcel et Liliane RUPPERT
Christian FREZARD
Jean-Christophe DEBUISSON
Michel BON
Dons anonymes du PUBLIC
Paul BARLAND
Ron WESP
Christian FALENTIN
Christian TOURNEMINE
Didier CARDINAL
Louis-Jean GIOUX
Eric DUCREAU
Eric JANSSONNE
Bernard PIERACCI
Bernard VIOLETTE
Henri BOURRASSIER
Jim LUX
Centex Wing
Christiane HÉBERT
Intérêts Annuels

12000,67
8375,oo
3170,oo
4200,oo
700,oo
2849,oo
1200,oo
1461,oo
385,oo
1000,oo
8000,oo
610,oo
350,oo
350,oo
140,oo
1150,oo
1200,oo
1335,oo
2000,oo
1210,oo
400,oo
1000,oo
350,oo
440,oo
1000,oo
500,oo
500,oo
315,oo
620,oo
130,oo
150,oo
500,oo
120,oo
105,oo
50,oo
1200,oo
140,oo
1000,oo
1133,83

TOTAL

56339,5o

The FSS P.X.
The following articles are available against payment by
cheque to the French Supporter Squadron.
(N.B.: Postage is extra).

If our finances are clean, it's thanks to a rigorous management, and we insist that the Squadron finds the funds to
finance its routine projects in this annual effort, in other
words, to ensure its normal functioning, and not such or
such special project for which we will need to find other
means of financing.

• Official Squadron patch: 60,oo F.
• “Gioux” type Squadron patch: 40,oo F.
• Central Texas Wing patch: 40,oo F.
• FSS pin, cloisonné, 5 colors: 60,oo F.
• Pins P38 Lightning enamelled: 20,oo F.
• Painting “Lloyd’s Dream” 50x76cm: 250,oo F.
• Painting “Lloyd’s Dream” 50x76cm. framed: 350,oo F.
• 100 sheets of FSS paper with your own letter head: 30,oo F.
• Color Pictures (B17, B25, etc…) 30x45cm: 80.oo F.
• Color Pictures (B17, B25, etc…) 30x45cm framed: 130.oo F.
• T shirt Piper CUB, 170 grams, Hanes, XL: 100,oo F.
• T shirt cartoon P40, 170 grams, Hanes, XL: 100,oo F.
• T shirts: Other sizes available on order.
• Color aircraft profiles 15 x 20 cm. pre-framed: North
American P51D Mustang, Republic P47 Thunderbolt, Boeing
B17 Flying Fortress, B24 Liberator, DC3 Dakota, Avro
Lancaster, Fairey Swordfish, T6 Harvard, Handley-Page
Halifax, PBY Catalina, Hawker Hurricane, BF 109 G2, and
two modern jets, the Corsair 2 and the Starfighter: 25,oo
F. each.

Many of us make a point in going beyond their "normal
duty" by making donations that prove their preference for
the goals that we wish to reach. But today, we only ask
you to pay your annual participation.
On behalf of the FSS, I thank you for completing this task
as soon as you can.
Christian
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